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Supplemental_ Fig_S1
Supplemental_Fig_S1. Presence of binding sites in sog early embryonic enhancers correlates with ability of broadly-expressed repressors to mediate repression. Relates to Fig. 1 . was computationally filtered to eliminate background (see Materials & Methods) and then processed using Imaris Bitplane software for visualization purposes in which green dots were replaced by small green spheres (blue; C). Dashed boxes represents the area magnified and shown to the right. Green arrowheads in magnified views indicate dots that did not meet the threshold criteria for quantification (i.e. see BTH, below, see D) and were therefore excluded from analysis.
The blue arrowhead identifies a representative dot in the raw data (B) that passed both filtering and thresholding (i.e. both dot's size was large enough and localization was confirmed as inside the nucleus), and thus remains present after processing (C). (D) Shown is a graph of signal across the entire lateral side of two sog_Distal embryos (embryo 1: blue and embryo 2: red) for either raw MS2-MCP signal (raw datapoints collapsed along the AP axis plotted in terms of EW position to mark relative DV axis position) or after smoothing curve correction (solid lines). To quantify widths in this imaging data, the following systematic filtering protocol was used to process data for each embryo: (1) Gaussian Filter (GF) using Fiji software as well as optimal threshold was applied such that 30% of the total number of active nuclei were removed from consideration to conservatively eliminate background (BTH, vertical grey dotted line). Moreover, such data were obtained and averaged for two (nc11-12) and three (nc13, 14a,b,c) representative movies of wildtype or mutant variant sog_Distal_add_run MS2-yellow reporter construct. The error bars represent SEM. Asterisks refer to statistically significant comparisons versus control (i.e. wt, dotted lines as indicated for each BTH) at BTH=0.30 at the same timepoint.
Asterisks in parenthesis refer to inverse correlation with wt. (K,L) Gain-of-function (heat shock construct hs-run) run mutant embryos at nc12 and nc14b stained by in-situ hybridization using a sog intronic riboprobe to examine effects on sog endogenous gene expression. Embryos are oriented with anterior to the left and dorsal upwards. In hs-run embryos, no sog expression is identified at nc12 as indicated by the red arrowhead (J); whereas at nc14b, hs-run embryos exhibit increases in sog levels and domain of expression relative to control (hs-wt), as indicated by the red arrowhead (K).
